CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the explanation above in the chapter IV, the researcher found some conclusions that there are several things could differentiate between banggai and English languages in a part. Firstly, the noun class, the similarities could be seen from general meaning. It is meant that there were two nouns in Banggai are only having one meaning in English. Secondly, especially for verb and adjectives classes, the similarities could be seen from the form of words which have synonym; it is obviously having two similar meaning in English. The difference of Banggai and English is obviously seen from noun class which two nouns in Banggai having one meaning in English. It is meant that the differences of them are differentiated to contextual meanings.

5.2 Suggestion

From the above conclusion, the researchers advise to some of the parties as follows:

a. It is suggested that the use of language, especially the Banggai language synonyms have to be adjusted to the conditions and situations so that their use does not cause another meaning in society.

b. It is recommended to young people, to conduct research on the comparative analysis of language synonyms to increase understanding of the Banggai language are priceless.
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